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Music CD template and guidelines 
 
 
 
Rec stat   n     Entered   20150919    Replaced   20150919    
  

Type j ELvl   I Srce d Audn  Ctrl  Lang  

BLvl m Form  Comp  Time  MRec  Ctry  

 Part n TrAr        

Desc i FMus  n LTxt  DtSt   Date1  Date2  

 
 Ctrl, Form, MRec, LTxt always blank 

 Part, FMus, and TrAr are not applicable to sound recordings 

 Date2 blank except for serials or mulitivolume sets issued successively over two or more 
years. 

 If serial, BLvl = s 
 

 
 

007 _ _ s ǂb d ǂd f ǂe s ǂf n ǂg g ǂh n ǂi n ǂj m ǂk m ǂl u ǂm e ǂn d 

040 _ _ HUI $b eng $e rda $c HUI 

024 1 _ 12-digit UPC (appears with barcode) 

028 0 2 Issue number $b Name of publisher $q part to which issue 
number applies (if more than one issue number) 

033 # # Date of capture or broadcast 

041 # _ $d language of sung content $e language of libretto $g 
language of accompanying material other than libretto  

047 _ _ xx $a xx $a xx $a xx 

048 _ _ $b xx## $b xx## $b xx## $b xx## $a xx## 

050 _ 4 Consult Library of Congress M schedule if your library uses 
LCC for sound recordings 

082 # 4 Consult Dewey Decimal Classification if your library uses 
DDC for sound recordings 

099 _ 9 Record a number from your library’s local classification 
scheme here (e.g., COMPACT DISC 4321) 

100/110 # _ , $e composer, $e performer. 

240 1 0 Preferred title different from 245 $a title 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/languages/language_name.html
http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/fixedfield/comp.html
http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/fixedfield/time.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/countries/countries_name.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/languages/language_name.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/languages/language_name.html
http://www.loc.gov/marc/languages/language_name.html
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245 #  # Title : $b other title information / $c statement of 
responsibility ; sor ; sor. 

246 # # Variant title 

250 _ _ Edition statement 

264 _ 1 Place of publication : ǂb name of publisher, ǂc year of  
publication. 

264 _ 4 ǂc © or ℗ year 

300 _ _ 1 audio disc (min.) : ǂb CD audio, stereo ; ǂc 4 3/4 in. 

306 _ _ HHMMSS   

336 _ _ performed music ǂb prm ǂ2 rdacontent 

337 _ _ audio ǂ2 rdamedia 

338 _ _ audio disc ǂ2 rdacarrier 

344 _ _ digital ǂb optical ǂg stereo ǂh Dolby ǂ2 rda 

347 _ _ audio file ǂb CD audio ǂ2 rda 

380 _ _ Form of work $2 lcsh 

490 1 _ Series title ; ǂv series numbering 

500 _ _ Compact disc. 

546 _ _ Language note. 

520   Summary or scope note. 

500   Note about accompanying materials. 

511 # _ PARTICIPANTS/PERFORMERS/CAST 

508 _ _ Other credits (not recorded in 245 $c) 

518 _ _ Date/place of an event note 

500 _ _ Source of title note. 

505 0 _ Title 1 / stmt of resp (MM:SS) – Title 2 / stmt of resp (MM:SS) 
–  

6XX # 0 LCSH $v Drama. 

655 # 7 LCGFT $2 lcgft 

700 # _ Personal name, $e relationship designator. 

http://authorities.loc.gov/
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/genreForms.html
http://www2.hawaii.edu/~chopey/RelDesMuSound.pdf
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710 2 _ Corp. body name, $e relationship designator. 

700/710 
730 

# # Related work or expression AAP. 

 
 
 
 

Audn (Audience) 
 

j for juvenile 

blank for non-juvenile 
 
 

DtSt (Type of date) 
 

s for single year (publication) 

 

m if recording a first and last year for a multi-volume sound recording set issued 

successively over two or more years 
 

c if recording the beginning year of a serial sound recording that is still being 

issued (Date2 = 9999) 
 

d if recording the beginning and ending year of a serial sound recording that has 

ceased  
 

t if recording both a © or ℗ year in 264 _4 $c and a publication year (either stated 

on the item or inferred from the © or ℗ date) in 264 _1 $c.  
 
 
 

007 (Physical characteristic codes) 
 
007 is required for any kind of sound recording. 
 

Subfield a (Category of material) always has value s. 

 
In some cataloging interfaces, the 007 is input using a form with pull-down 
menus. Voyager’s looks like this: 
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The OCLC Connexion client has one that looks like this: 
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To access it, it’s ToolsMacrosManage+ sign to expand OCLCselect 
Add&Edit007click “Run” 
 
 
 
If you are working in system where you have to manually input the subfield codes 
and values, consult this table: 
 
 

Subfield Definition Possible values 

a Category of 
material 

s = sound recording 
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b Specific 
material 
designation 

d = sound disc 

d Speed f = 1.4 m per second 
 

e Configuration 
of playback 
channels 

m = monaural 
q = quadraphonic, multichannel, or surround 
s = stereophonic 
u = unknown 
z = other 

f Groove width n = not applicable 

g Dimensions g = 4 ¾ in 

h Tape width n = not applicable 

i Tape 
configuration 

n = not applicable 
 

j Kind of disc d = disc master (negative) 
i = instantaneous (produced on the spot) 
m = mass produced 
r = mother (positive) 
u = unknown 

k Kind of 
material 

m = plastic with metal 

l Kind of cutting u = unknown 

m Special 
playback 
characteristics 

e = digital recording1 
u = unknown2 

n Capture and 
storage 
technique 

a = analog storage 
d = digital storage 
u = unknown 

 
 
 
 

024 Universal Product Code (UPC) or other standard 
number 
 
This usually appears below a barcode, so you can put your cursor in subfield $a 
of 024 and scan the barcode.   
 
If the number fails validation, change 1st indicator to 8. 

                                                 
1 Use for compact discs produced since 1982 
2 Use for discs produced before 1982  
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028 (Issue number) 
 
Usually found on the CD label and/or container insert. 
 
For a multi-cd set, usually there will be a separate issue number on each disc, 
and then another one on the container insert for the set. 
 
In subfield $a, record the number as found, including spacing and hyphens. 
 
In subfield $b, record the publisher’s name in the same form as recorded in 264 
$b. 
 
In subfield $q, record the part to which the number is $a applies. 
 
1st indicator = 0 
2nd indicator = 2 
 
 
Example (2-CD set): 
 
028 02 423 855-2 ǂb Deutsche Grammophon ǂq set 
028 02 423 856-2 ǂb Deutsche Grammophon ǂq disc 1 
028 02 423 857-2 ǂb Deutsche Grammophon ǂq disc 2 
 
 
 
 

033 (Date of capture or broadcast) 
  
Code if known and feasible.   
 
Follow guidelines at: http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/0xx/033.html  
 
See also field 518.  
 
 
 

http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/0xx/033.html
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041 (Language codes) 
 
Repeat any subfield as many times as applicable. 
 
If $h (language of original soundtrack) is used, 1st indicator is 1; otherwise, 0. 
 
Language codes are here: 
http://www.loc.gov/marc/languages/language_name.html 
 
 
 
 

047 (Form of musical composition code) 
 
Use this field only when you have coded FF Comp “mu” for multiple forms. 
 
Repeat subfield $a as many times as necessary. 
 
Consult http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/0xx/047.html for code list. 
 
 
 

048 (Number of musical instruments or voices code) 
 
Consult http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/0xx/048.html for codes and formatting 
instructions. 
 
 
 
 

100/110 (Creator) 
 
In most cases, the creator of a musical work is its composer. 
 
For a musical work that includes words in the form of lyrics, a libretto, text, etc. 
(e.g., a song, opera, musical comedy), the creator is the composer of the music.3 
Add the name heading for the lyricist or librettist in a 700 field with appropriate 
relationship designator in a 700. 
 

                                                 
3 RDA 6.28.1.2 

http://www.loc.gov/marc/languages/language_name.html
http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/0xx/047.html
http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/0xx/048.html
http://www2.hawaii.edu/~chopey/RelDesMuSound.pdf
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If more than one composer is named, the creator is the composer with principal 
responsibility, or, if none has principal responsibility, the one named first on the 
source of information. 
 
For a musical work composed for choreographic movement, such as a ballet or 
pantomime, the creator is the composer of the music.4 
 
If a musical work falls into one or more of the following categories of adaptations: 
 

a) arrangements described as freely transcribed, based on, etc., and other 
arrangements incorporating new material  
 
b) paraphrases of various works or of the general style of another 
composer 
 
c) arrangements in which the harmony or musical style of the original has 
been changed 
 
d) performances of musical works involving substantial creative 
responsibility for adaptation, improvisation, etc., on the part of the 
performer or performers 
 
e) any other distinct alteration of another musical work, 
 

the adaptor of the original work (i.e., the arranger, performer, etc.)5 is the creator. 
 
If more than one adaptor is named, the one with principal responsibility for the 
adaptation is the creator, or, if none has principal responsibility, the one named 
first on the source of information is the creator.6 
 
A musical group or ensemble can be considered the creator of a musical work if 
they are credited on the source of information with having composed the work, 
or, have changed it so much by their performance of the original work that it can 
be considered a new work.7  
 
 
Examples: 
 
100 1_ Puccini, Giacomo, ǂd 1858-1924, ǂe composer. 
 

                                                 
4 RDA 6.28.1.4 
5 RDA 6.28.1.5 
6 RDA 6.28.1.5 and 6.28.1.3 
7 RDA 19.2.1.1.1 paragraph e and RDA 6.28.1.5 
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110 2_ Replacements (Musical group), ǂe composer, ǂe performer. 
 
100 1_ Mancini, Henry, ǂe composer, ǂe conductor. 
 
 
For more information, see Constructing AAPs for Works and Expressions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
240 (Preferred title if different from 245 $a title) 
 
For more information, see Constructing AAPs for Works and Expressions. 
 
 
 
 

245 (Title and statement(s) of responsibility) 
 
First indicator is 1 a creator AAP is present in 100 or 110, or a uniform title in 
130.  If no 1XX is present, first indicator is 0. 
 
Second indicator is the number of non-filing characters taken up by the initial 
article plus the space following it:  
 
The = 4 
Le =3 
A = 2 
 
Title proper : $b other title information / $c statement of responsibility ; statement 
of responsibility ; statement of responsibility … 
 
The preferred source of information for an audio disc is the disc label. 
 
Transcribe in 245 $c all statements of responsibility that appear on the disc label. 
 
Statements of responsibility found elsewhere on the item, including on its 
container or container insert, or in the accompanying material, can be transcribed 

http://www2.hawaii.edu/~chopey/ho1sess5.pdf
http://www2.hawaii.edu/~chopey/ho1sess5.pdf
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here (without square brackets) in whatever order makes the most sense, or 
recorded in a 508 or 511 note. 
 
 
 
245 10 Turandot / ǂc Giacomo Puccini.  
 
245 10 Turandot / ǂc Giacomo Puccini ; libretto di G. Adami e R. Simoni ; l'ultimo 

duetto e il finale dell'opera sono stati completati da Franco Alfano.  
 
245 10 Pleased to meet me / ǂc the Replacements. 
 
245 14 The pink panther : ǂb music from the film score / ǂc composed and 

conducted by Henry Mancini. 
 
245 14 The piano men / Henry Mancini, Roger Williams, Floyd Cramer, Peter 

Nero. 
 
245 10 For your ears only / ǂc Proteus 7. 
 
245 10 Broadway wears a lei / ǂc Alfred Apaka with Axel Stordahl's Orchestra. 
 
 
 
 

246 (Variant title) 
 
Consult cheat sheet here: http://www2.hawaii.edu/~chopey/MARC246.pdf 
 
 
 
 
 

250 (Edition) 
 
Look for words like “version” or “edition,” etc. 
 
250 __ Limited edition. 
 
250 __ Special CD edition. 
 
 

 

http://www2.hawaii.edu/~chopey/MARC246.pdf
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264 -1 (place/name of publisher; date of publication) 
 
Record the location of the publisher in 264 $a.  
 
Record the publisher’s name as found (omit terms of incorporation, such as “Inc.” 
or “GmbH.”  Omit from 264 $b introductory words such as “Distributed by”. 
 
Most musical sound recording CDs will have a copyright year (denoted by either  
© or ℗ before the year). 
 
 
 
 
If you find only a copyright year, you can usually use that to infer the year of 
publication in 264 _1 $c.  (An inferred year of publication should have square 
brackets around it.)  
 
After recording the inferred or explicit year of publication in 264 _1 $c, you can 
optionally add one more 264 field (second indicator 4) for the copyright year. 
 
 
 
 
 

264 -4 (copyright year) 
 
If recording a copyright year, record it in 264 $c with the symbol © or ℗ before 
the year.  
 
Do not attempt to add any other subfields to 264 _4. 
 
A copyright year in 264 $c should not be followed by a period. 
 
 
Example: 
 
264 _1 Willowdale, ON : ǂb Snakeye Muzak, ǂc [2001] 
264 _4 ǂc ℗2001 
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300 (Physical description) 
 
Record the number of CDs in subfield $a.  Use the term “audio disc” or “audio 
discs”. 
 
When known, add the total playing time in parentheses.   
 
In subfield $b, record “digital, CD audio, stereo ;” or “digital, CD audio, mono ;” 
 
Dimensions in subfield $c will always be “$ 4 3/4 in.”   
 
If there is accompanying material, record in subfield $e per instructions in 
Accompanying materials guidelines. 
 
 
Examples:  
 
300 __ 1 audio disc : $b digital, CD audio, mono ; $c 4 3/4 in. 
 
300 __ 3 audio discs : ǂb digital, CD audio, stereo ; ǂc 4 3/4 in. 
 
300 __ 2 audio discs : ǂb digital, CD audio, stereo ; ǂc 4 3/4 in. + ǂe 1 booklet 

(204 pages : illustrations, portraits, music ; 13 x 15 cm) 
 
 
 
 
 

306 (Duration) 
 
Record total duration as HHMMSS. 
 
 
 
 

336-338  
 
For a musical sound recording on compact disc, always this combination: 
 
336 __ performed music ǂb prm ǂ2 rdacontent 
337 __ audio ǂb s ǂ2 rdamedia 
338 __ audio disc ǂb sd ǂ2 rdacarrier 
 

http://www2.hawaii.edu/~chopey/AccompMatl.pdf
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For CDs with accompanying material, consider recording the content, media, and 
carrier types of the accompanying material per the instructions in Accompanying 
materials guidelines. 
 
 
 
 

344 (Sound characteristics) 
 
$a Type of recording 
 
For compact disc, always “digital” 
 
 
$b Recording medium 
 
For compact disc, always “optical” 
 
 
$g Configuration of playback channels8 
 
mono 
stereo 
quadraphonic 
surround 
 
 
$h Special playback characteristic9 
 
Dolby 
Dolby 2.0 
Dolby digital 
Dolby digital 5.1 
DTS-HD Master Audio 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
8 RDA 3.16.8.3 
9 RDA 3.16.9.3 

http://www2.hawaii.edu/~chopey/AccompMatl.pdf
http://www2.hawaii.edu/~chopey/AccompMatl.pdf
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347 (Digital file characteristics) 
 
$a File type10 
 
audio file 
 
 
$b Encoding format11 
 
CD audio 
 
 
 
 

380 (Form of Work) 
 
Search the LCSH authority file (either through Connexion or via WWW 
(http://authorities.loc.gov/)) for the LCSH term that matches the form of work you 
are cataloging. 
 
If the sound recording you are cataloging contains more than one work/more 
than one type of work, repeat field 380 to record other forms of work present on 
the recording. 
 
In $a record the form as found in the 150 field of the LCSH authority record and 
add $2 lcsh 
 
Examples: 
 
380 __ Operas $2 lcsh 
380 __ Big band music $2 lcsh 
380 __ Polkas $2 lcsh 
380 __ Blues-rock music $2 lcsh 
380 __ Solo cantatas $2 lcsh 
380 __ Gangsta rap (Music) $2 lcsh 
380 __ Overtures $2 lcsh 
380 __ Sonatas (Bagpipe and continuo) $2 lcsh 
380 __ Hawaiian chants $2 lcsh 
 
 

                                                 
10 RDA 3.19.2.3 
11 RDA 3.19.3.3 

http://authorities.loc.gov/
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5XX note order 
Note order is not specified in RDA. Notes should be given in the order that the 
cataloger deems appropriate based on the relative importance of each note. 
 
Make 538 the first note. In most cases, it should just say “Compact disc.” 
 
 
538 __ Compact disc. 
 
 
In this section, the notes follow the order of the notes in the OCLC Connexion 
constant data provided in this workshop.  You should be free to move any note 
up or down if it is more or less important to your library’s users. 
 
 
 

546 (Language note) 
 
546 __ Sung in Italian. 
546 __ Sung in Italian; libretto in Italian, German, French, and English; program 
notes in German and English. 
 
546 __ Lyrics in English and Spanish. 
546 __ Liner notes in Hawaiian and English. 
 
 
 
 

520 (Summary or scope) 
 
Summary can be taken from the container, a dealer’s cataloger, an online review, 
Wikipedia, etc., or can be devised by the cataloger.   
 
It is not necessary to put the summary in quotation marks or cite its source. 
 
 
520 __ Chiefly popular songs, originally published for 2 or 4 voices, in part with 

piano accompaniment (except track 16, a traditional chant); arranged 
principally for string quartet (except tracks 4, 9, and 14, arranged for string 
quartet and harp). 
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520 __ Tragic opera in 3 acts. 
 
520 __ A track-by-track reimagining of Pink Floyd's progressive rock classic The 

Wall as a bluegrass country album. 
 
520 __ The former Kinks frontman revisits a selection of his most popular tracks 

on this collaboration album, with assistance from a diverse group of 
artists, including Bruce Springsteen, Jon Bon Jovi, Metallica, Amy 
MacDonald, Mumford and Sons, and many more. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
500 (Note about accompanying materials) 
 
See Accompanying materials guidelines. 
 
 
 
 

500 for source of title 
 
The preferred source of information for audio discs is the disc label.   
 
If title is taken from a different source, make a note. 
  
500 __ Title from container. 
500 __ Title supplied by curator. 
500 __ Title devised by cataloger. 
500 __ Title from accompanying letter. 
 
 
 
 

511 (Participant or performer note) 
 
First indicator can be coded 1 to generate the display constant “Cast:” or 0 for no 
display constant.  
 

http://www2.hawaii.edu/~chopey/AccompMatl.pdf
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If all are actors (or singers in an opera or other musical), code first indicator 1 
and list the names as they appear on the resource, separated by commas.   
 
511 1_ Nathan Lane, Matthew Broderick, Uma Thurman, Will Ferrell, Gary 

Beach, Roger Bart, Eileen Essell, David Huddleston, Michael McKean, 
Debra Monk, Andrea Martin, Jon Lovitz. 

 
511 1_ Mel Brooks, Dom DeLuise, Madeline Kahn, Harvey Korman, Cloris 

Leachman, Ron Carey, Gregory Hines, Pamela Stephenson, Shecky 
Greene, Sid Caesar, Mary-Margaret Humes. 

 
511 1_ Roberto Alagna, Carlo Bergonzi, Andrea Bocelli, José Carreras, Plácido 

Domingo, Renée Fleming, Mirella Freni, Angela Gheorghiu, Luciano 
Pavarotti, Kiri Te Kanawa, Renata Tebaldi.  

 
 
Character names can optionally be supplied in parentheses if you want to add 
them: 
 
511 1_ Katia Ricciarelli (Turandot), Piero de Palma (Altoum), Ruggero Raimondi 

(Timur), Placido Domingo (Calaf), Barbara Hendricks (Liu), Gottfried 
Hornik (Ping), Heinz Zednik (Pang), Francisco Araiza (Pong) ; Siegmund 
Nimsgern (a Mandarin). 

 
If performers are listed with specific functions or musical instruments, code first 
indicator 0 and use space-semicolon-space convention as in 245 $c when 
multiple functions are recorded: 
 
511 0_ Proteus 7 (Anthony DiLorenzo, Steven Emery, trumpets; Charles Pillow, 

multi-instrumentalist; Hans Bohn, Scott Harman, trombones; Matthew 
Gaunt, tuba; Feza Zweifel, percussion). 

 
511 0_ Galliard String Quartet (Claire Sakai Hazzard, Cynthia Bowermaster, 

violins ; Zhao Yu, viola ; Karen Bechtel, violoncello) ; Connie Uejio, harp 
(tracks 4, 9, 14). 

 
511 _0 Performers: Bruce Springsteen, Jon Bon Jovi, Richie Sambora, Mumford 

and Sons, Lucinda Williams, The 88, Metallica, Paloma Faith, Jackson 
Browne, Alex Chilton, Amy Macdonald, Spoon, Black Francis, Gary 
Lightbody, Billy Corgan. 

 
511 0_ Wiener Staatsopernchor ; Wiener Sängerknaben ; Wiener 

Philharmoniker ; Herbert von Karajan, conductor. 
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508 (Credits) 
 
Record here statements of responsibility not recorded in 245 $c. 
 
Separate different functions with space-semicolon-space as in 245 $c. 
 
 
508 __ Arrangements by Angel Pena, Byron Yasui, Larry Spivak, Robert 

Cazimero, Leile Hohu Kiaha, and John McCreary. 
 
508 __ Libretto by Giuseppe Adami and Renato Simoni ; the last duet and finale 

completed by Franco Alfano. 
 
508 __ Producers: Jim Dickinson, Tommy Erdelyi ; engineer: Steven Fjelstad ; 

engineering and mixing: John Hampton, Joe Hardy ; mastering: Ted 
Jensen. 

 
 

 

 

 

 
518 (Date/place of an event note) 
 

518 __ Recorded Oct. 1997, in Troy Savings Bank Music Hall, Troy, NY. 
 
518 __ Recorded at the Atherton Performing Arts Studio, Hawaii Public Radio. 
 
Code also in Field 033. 
 

 
 
505 (Contents note)  
 
If the CD contains more than one work, list each in a 505 contents note, 
separating each work with space-hyphen-hyphen-space. 
 
Include statements of responsibility if applicable. 
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Include durations if readily available or readily ascertainable. 
 
505 0_  Bond, license to thrill / arr. Anthony DiLorenzo -- Terrorists attack! : audio 

drama / Douglas Brown – Thunderball ; From Russia with love / John 
Barry -- Chase through the streets of Paris / DiLorenzo -- You only live 
twice / Barry -- Bond in trouble / DiLorenzo -- James Bond theme / Monty 
Norman -- Goldfinger / Barry -- For your eyes only / Bill Conti -- 007 theme 
/ Barry (17:00) -- The pink panther / Henry Mancini ; arr. Paul Ferguson 
(4:43) -- Mission, impossible / Lalo Shifrin ; arr. Ken Kugler (3:56) -- Secret 
agent man / P.F. Sloan & Steve Barri ; arr. Kugler (4:40) -- Private eye / 
Anthony DiLorenzo (4:03) -- Scenes from Casino royale: The venerable 
Sir James Bond ; Home James, don't spare the horses; Moneypenny goes 
for broke ; Dream on James, you're winning ; Cowboys and Indians / Burt 
Bacharach ; arr. F. Feza Zweifel (12:00) -- Proteack attack. Wacky Louie ; 
Caribbean crab ; Mystique ; Secret spy ; The last battle / Anthony 
DiLorenzo (12:00) -- Get Smart / Irving Szathmary ; arr. Dean Sorenson 
(3:55). 

 
505 0_ Borsalino (Borsalino) (6:52) -- Raindrops keep fallin' on my head (Butch 

Cassidy and the Sundance Kid) (4:06) -- Old devil moon (Finian's rainbow) 
(4:22) -- A pair of twins (The young girls of Rochefort) (3:55) -- The pink 
panther (The pink panther) (3:03) -- Lawrence of Arabia, Lara's theme 
(Lawrence of Arabia, Doctor Zhivago) (5:29) -- The entertainer (The sting) 
(4:17) -- Laura (Laura) (4:31) -- As time goes by (Casablanca) (3:51) -- La 
strada (La strada) (5:50) -- High noon (High noon) (4:52) -- Everybody 
wants to be a cat (The aristocats) (4:08). 

 
505 0_ Better things (feat. Bruce Springsteen) -- Celluloid heroes (feat. Jon Bon 

Jovi and Richie Samboro) -- Days/This time tomorrow (feat. Mumford & 
Sons) -- A long way from home (feat. Lucinda Williams and The 88) -- You 
really got me (feat. Metallica) -- Lola (feat. Paloma Faith) -- Waterloo 
sunset (feat. Jackson Browne) -- 'Til the end of the day (feat. Alex Chilton 
and The 88) -- Dead end street (feat. Amy MacDonald) -- See my friends 
(feat. Spoon) -- This is where I belong (feat. Black Francis) -- David Watts 
(feat. The 88) -- Tired of waiting (feat. Gary Lightbody) -- All day and all of 
the night/Destroyer (feat. Billy Corgan). 

 
 
 
 
 

600-651 (LCSH) 
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Consult these instruction sheets: 
 
H 1916.3 Music: General  
 
H 1916.5 Music: Jazz and Popular Music  
 
H 1917.5 Music Form/Genre Headings: Medium of Performance 
 
 
 
 

700 (Personal name added entries) 
 
Search the Library of Congress Names Authority File (via OCLC Connexion or 
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names.html) for the authorized form of name for 
composers, arrangers, performers, conductors, actors, singers, instrumentalists, 
and others with significant roles in the creation of the work you are cataloging. 
 
Enter each in a separate 700 field. 
 
If a name is not found in the LC/NAF, construct the heading according to the 
rules in RDA chapter 9. 
 
Append to the end of each name heading one or more of the RDA Appendix I 
relationship designators found here: 
http://www2.hawaii.edu/~chopey/RelDesMuSound.pdf 
 
Relationship designators go in subfield $e. 
 
Each subfield $e is preceded by a comma unless the preceding subfield ends 
with a hyphen. 
 
 
700 1_ Adami, Giuseppe, $d 1878-1946, $e librettist.  
700 1_ Simoni, Renato, $d 1875-1952, $e librettist.  
700 1_ Alfano, Franco, $d 1875-1954, $e composer.  
700 1_ Ricciarelli, Katia, $e singer.  
700 1_ Domingo, Plácido, $d 1941- $e singer.  
700 1_ Karajan, Herbert von, $e conductor.  
 
 
 

710 (Corporate body name added entries) 

http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeSHM/H1916_3.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeSHM/H1916_5.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeSHM/H1917_5.pdf
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names.html
http://www2.hawaii.edu/~chopey/RelDesMuSound.pdf


Cataloging with RDA 
UH-Mānoa Outreach College 
Fall 2015 (Chopey) 
Describing musical sound recordings (compact disc) 
 

 
Search the Library of Congress Names Authority File (via OCLC Connexion or 
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names.html) for the authorized form of name for film 
production companies with significant roles in the creation of the work you are 
cataloging. 
 
Enter each in a separate 710 field. 
If a name is not found in the LC/NAF, construct the heading according to the 
rules in RDA chapter 11. 
 
Append to the end of each name heading one or more of the RDA Appendix I 
relationship designators found here: 
http://www2.hawaii.edu/~chopey/RelDesMuSound.pdf 
 
Relationship designators go in subfield $e. 
 
Each subfield $e is preceded by a comma unless the preceding subfield ends 
with a hyphen. 
 
710 2_ Konzertvereinigung Wiener Staatsopernchor, $e singer. 
710 2_ Wiener Sängerknaben, $e singer 
710 2_ Wiener Philharmoniker, $e instrumentalist 
 
 
 
 

Related works/expressions/manifestations 
 
Use additional 7XX fields to indicate relationships between the 
work/expression/manifestation you are cataloging and related 
works/expressions/manifestations. 
 
For further information, consult http://www2.hawaii.edu/~chopey/ExpWEMI.pdf 
 
For related works/expressions contained in accompanying materials, see 
Accompanying materials guidelines. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names.html
http://www2.hawaii.edu/~chopey/RelDesMuSound.pdf
http://www2.hawaii.edu/~chopey/ExpWEMI.pdf
http://www2.hawaii.edu/~chopey/AccompMatl.pdf

